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To make 
intelligent decisions 

on your water 
infrastructure, 

you need 
data intelligence.

muellerwp.com

INTELLIGENT INSIGHT 
INTO YOUR WATER  
SYSTEM
The SentryxTM Water Intelligence platform 

provides utilities with unique insights into the 

health of the distribution system. Using Mueller® 

fire hydrants as a communications backbone and 

battery powered state-of-the-art sensors, utilities 

will be able to understand how their distribution 

system is performing like never before. The 

SentryxTM software will record and display 

important data from water sensing technology 

including pressure, flow, leak, chlorine and pH. 

Leveraging over 160 years of industry experience 

and state-of-the-art machine learning technology, 

your data will be transformed into insights that 

can be used to make critical decisions about your 

operations and maintenance programs.
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Introducing SentryxTM 
Water Intelligence

Welcome to an advanced technology 
platform that will change the way your utility 
will look at your water and its infrastructure 
system.  SentryxTM Water Intelligence is a 
unique hub of information that helps with 
analytical and strategic decisions, as well 
as day-to-day water distribution and utility 
operation.  Together, information and data 
is true power.  Data is easily obtained via any 
access point along the pipe including sensors, 
meters, hydrants, valves and more.  Using 
Mueller® products such as the Centurion®  
fire hydrants, Jones® fire hydrants,  
Hydro-Guard® smart flushing systems, remote 
disconnect meters and EchoShore®-DX leak 
detection, utilities can gain unique insights 
into the health of their water system which 
is not available anywhere else in the market.  
Mueller fire hydrants are used to house 
communications equipment, eliminating the 
need for expensive infrastructure installed 
on the property of other utilities.  SentryxTM 
Water Intelligence is the technology you need 
to be proactively in control of your water 
management system to increase the life  
of your infrastructure and lower future 
capital cost. Water Quality Water Meters

Pressure Monitoring Leak Detection 

 Usage √ √

 Leaks √ √

 Pressure √

 Chlorine Levels √

 ph Levels √

 Temperature √

SENTRYXTM WATER 
INTELLIGENCE 

LEADING 
COMPETITORS

SentryxTM Water Intelligence outperforms
all others. It’s the one platform for all the data intelligence 
you need including water quality, leak detection, pressure, 
increased security and much more.


